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IFC Approves
'Help' Week
Fund Drive
The Interfraternity Council
unanimously passed a motion at
their meeting last week to sponsor a drive for the Muscular Dystrophy Fund in Bangor and
Brewer on November 20.
The project, which calls for fraternity pledges and brothers to canvass
the twin cities for the Muscular Dystrophy Association, is scheduled for
the first night of the fraternity Greek
Week programs. Each fraternity will
be provided with a map of the cities
and a specific area to cover. Citizens
from each area will help the students
in directing the canvassing.
Laurence G. Leavitt
Laurence G. Leavitt of Orono,
president of the local Association,
attended last week's meeting along
with Ronald Spears, executive secretary of the Muscular Dystrophy Association, to talk about the drive and
to show movies on the disease. Leavitt
explained that although the city of
Bangor contributes to the United
Fund, which covers most charities,
the Fund does not include the Muscular Dystrophy Association. Leavitt
told the Council that this would be
the first year a drive for muscular
dystrophy was ever made in Bangor.
Limited In Number
Spears explained that the Association was limited in number, and that
a major problem was to educate the
public about the relatively unknown
disease. He said "we can't do any
sort of a job without help," and added
that similar programs were being
carried on by fraternities in other parts
of the country. He also pointed out
that the IFC-sponsored drive would
be an example of interfraternity cooperation, and would help to create
better relations with the cities of
Bangor and Brewer.
165,000 Children Afflicted
According to the Association officials, of the 200,000 people in the
country suffering from the disease,
165,000 of the cases are children.
No cure has yet been found for the
fatal disease, which cripples the
muscles until the victim is completely
helpless. Spears explained that 75
per cent of the muscular dystrophy
(Continued on Page Twelve)
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To Hold Poll,Elections Wednesday
43 Seek Office 1
In Class Elections!
A total of 43 students have filed
petitions for class office, according
to a list released this week by the
elections committee. Elections are
scheduled for next Wednesday, all
day, in the Union.
Heading the list are candidates for
president of the senior class: Eugene
Carter and William Eustis; junior
class, Irving King, Edmund Kelley,
Jr., and Raymond LeBel; sophomore
class, Charles Ochmanski and Arthur
Atherton; freshman class, Frank Olsen, David Robinson, and Robert
Boyd.

°Judiciary Ideas
Sought In Poll
By Gerry Coulombe
An opinion poll on a student
judiciary will be conducted along
with class elections next Wednesday. Purpose of the poll is to
determine student opinion on
the matter of a student court.

In a separate questionnaire, issued
along with the class ballot, each voter
will be asked to indicate his feeling
on a student court, how it should be
organized, its authority, and the
types of cases it should try.
The judiciary bill has been called
, one of the most important pieces of
The freshman class will meet
: legislation to come up before the
tonight at 6:30 p.m. in the MeSenate this school year. The Judicimorial Gym. The meeting is to
ary was proposed in the form .of an
allow all students an opportunity
amendment to the General Student
to meet candidates for their class
Senate Constitution last year and
offices. Candidates are asked to
was tabled at the close of the year.
come to the Gym at 6:15.
-An amendment to the constitution
Seniors will met their candirequires a majority of the total studates Tuesday, 9 p.m., Main
dent vote cast to become law," explained Dwight Starbird, chairman of
Lounge, Union. There will be
last
year's Judiciary Committee.
a short business meeting,
ONE WILL BE QUEEN—Pictured are the candidates for title
"We didn't want the judiciary turned
of Homecoming Queen, 1957-58. Voting will take place at the
down for lack of publicity," said Paul
Those running for other senior ofHomecoming Rally after candidates have given individual skits.
McLeod, member of the committee
fices are: vice president, John GoodThe winner will be crowned by University President Arthur A. Hauck
and
this year's temporary chairman.
forQueen
will
be
man, William Lynch, and Louis
dance.
The
after-rally
during
the
ceremony
in a
The Judiciary question is nothing
mally presented at the Maine-Bowdoin football game, the followCook; secretary, Jane Dudley and
new on campus. It has been in the
ing day. Candidates are (I. to r.) Louenna Kostenbauder, Joy
Patti Dessler; treasurer, Arthur Mayo
Hayden, Cornelia Proctor, Melissa Boomer, and Dara Butler.
hands of special judiciary committees
and Sumner Atkins.
since 1949. In 1954 the committee
In the junior class, hopefuls for
was able to come up with a proposal
different offices are: vice president,
acceptable
by the administration only
O'Connor,
RuGeorge Giostra, John
to have it later turned down by the
dolph Stocek, Robert Gardiner, and
student body in a referendum.
Norman Merrill; secretary, Mary ElThe questionnaire available at the
len Sanborn; treasurer, Richard Smart
polls Wednesday, November 6, will
and John Black.
look like this: Since most judiciaries
Sophomore class candidates are:
that claim to be all-student actually
vice president, Joseph Carroll and
Lynn Marble; secretary, Carolyn
The Black Bear's invasion of Colby on Saturday will spill have some place in their structure
Rothwell; treasurer, Joseph Haley, out of the confines of the campus and splash through the entire one or more faculty members who
Avern Danforth and Martha Merrill. city of Waterville. For the first time in years, thanks to the initia- officially advise the nine justices appointed through the Student GovernThe freshman class has many cantive of Campus Mayor Ernie "Humphrey Pennyworth" Park, ment. it is the feeling of this Student
didates lined up for each office. Those
Maine students will get together in a colorful assemblage to parade Judiciary Committee that a Student
running for vice president are: Wilthe main streets of the city before the game.
through
Judiciary varied in composition is
Joseph
bur Spencer, Nelson Zand, H.
Ernie, with his Humphrey-mobile marching band, cheerleaders, much more common than the allFloyd and Robert Sullivan; secretary, Antonette Chiaravolloti, Deb- will lead the parade. Sally Bananas majorettes, Spirit of '61 (spirit student judiciary.
The Adult advisor is usually a
orah Caldwell and Gail Saunders; VIII will also be on hand to add a trio), an all-girl drill team from
Waterville,
the
giant
stein,
three
member
of the faculty or of the adand
spirit.
of
color
touch
treasurer. Ronald Drogin, Daniel
floats, the Homecoming Queen ministration who does not have a
Other groups taking part in
McDonald, Jean Ramsay, Sally Ness,
candidates in open cars, and dec- vote but who has considerable influthe parade will be the Maine
and June Toulouse.
orated cars.
ence based on the experience that he
The convoy will be assembled by brings to the body and to his posiMayor Park at 10:30 a.m. at the tion as official representative of the
playground in front of the Boys' "powers that be."
Assuming that you may have the
Club and in back of the Sacred Heart
School on College Avenue, outside above or no judiciary, would you acBy Murrie MacDonald
cept the above? Yes El No
UndeWaterville.
cided E.
With the prospect of between The parade will leave from the Would you prefer an alternative
three and four thousand alumni assembly area at II a.m and will go structure? Yes
No
Undecidreturning to the campus next down College Avenue, onto Main ed
week, the Alumni Office is con- Street and to Castonguay Square. If so. what?
...
cluding three months of prepara- Here, Mayor Park will accept an of(Continued on Page Twelve)
ficial welcome from Clinton Clauson.
tion for Homecoming events.
According to Donald V. Taverner. Waterville Mayor.
executive secretary of the General
The parade will disassemble at
Ten Off-Campus senators were
Alumni Association. approximately Lockwood Park.
elected in a special election early
75,000 pieces of mail have gone out
The entire parade route will be this week.
of the Alumni Office in the past three blocked off by the Waterville police.
The election, under the sponweeks to alumni who will be returning
sorship
of the Off-Campus Men's
Tickets for the Colby game
to renew college days and acquaintClub and the Elections Commitat
the
athletic
office
are
on
male
ances.
tee of the General Student SenAlthough a Homecoming Commit- from 8:30 a.m. until 12 noon,
ate, showed only 83 ballots cast
p.m.
until
from
1:30-4:30
and
tee, under the chairmanship of Wilout
of a possible 600-700. Each
liam Wells is carrying on the general Friday noon. The student must
voter had the right to east his
and
will
have
show
his
ID
card
weekend.
planning for the football
ballot for five men.
Taverner said that a large burden of to pay only one dollar. Tickets
Those elected are: Edgar Bellethe necessary details has fallen on his purchased at the gate will not be
fontaine
(56 votes), Da.idl Brown
office.
sold at reduced student rates
(52 votes), William Chandler
Reservations—Big Job
and will cost $2.50.
and Seabury Libby (40), Donald
One of the largest jobs for the
Mayor Park asks that everyone go- Sweeny and Larry Mills (39),
Alumni Office. Taverner claimed, is
the processing of football game reser- ing to the game take part in Saturday Herbert Warren (36), David
THREE BUSY BEES—With Homecoming reservations pouring
"It's Colby's Downing (32), Lawrence (Alley
vations for the alumni. All of the morning's parade.
in to the General Alumni Association office, these three office girls
tickets for alumni are handled by the Homecoming but let's really let them (25), and Donald Graham (IS)
have been going at a rapid pace. Pictured are (I. to r.) Elizabeth
(Continued on Page Twelve)
know we're there."
Stites.
Bertrand, Donna Pollard, and Dorothy Preble.

'Hump' Will Lead Parade
In Waterville Saturday

4000 Expected At Homecoming
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Poe Is Edwards' Topic
On Channel 5 Sunday
Prof. Herbert Edwards will present
the second in a series of eight lectures
on 19th Century American Poetry during the University's weekly television
show, In Search of Knowledge, Channel 5. Bangor at 12 noon Sunday.
Prof. Edwards' lecture this week
will be on the life and work of Edgar
Allen Poe. The discussion will attempt
to fit Poe into the main stream of
American poetry and to point out his
unique contributions, according to
Gerald C. Beckwith, assistant publicity
director for television at Maine. and
program director.
Coming Lectures
In lectures during the coming
weeks. Edwards will discuss the work
of Emerson, Whittier, Longfellow,
Lowell, Holmes, Dickinson, and Robinson.
The second main feature of the program Sunday will be a film "France:
Profile Of A Nation." Films are being
used for the first time this year to
supplement the 60 minutes of live
telecasting. The film concerns interviews ssith French citizens in New
York and a message from the mayor
of Paris.
Dr. Mark R. Shibles. Dean of the
School of Education. will be interviewed on the Sinclair Bill as the third

Senate To Submit
'Campus' Raise
To President Hauck

main part of the program. The Sinclair Bill, passed in the last session of
the legislature, provides for reorganization of school districts within Maine
and for state help in certain instances.
Shibles will be interviewed by Beckwith and by a group of citizens from
within the state who are considering
reorganization under the Sinclair Bill.
Originated In 1955
Beckwith originated "In Search of
Knowledge" in 1955. The 90 minutes
weekly program features interviews,
discussions, lectures, and concert performances.
Beckwith is host for the 90 minute
show and is backed by a student production staff. Bruce Hodgman handles campus news and sports; Robert
Armstrong is floor director; Wayne
Johnson is in charge of photography
with David Cobb, Douglas Hill, as art
directors. Donald Cookson, is publicity director, and Paul Parady is staging
and production manager.

Interest Blanks Available
For Senate Committees
in serving on Senate committees should

JUN
Raymond

ersi

Professor Walter Creamer, head of
the electrical engineering department,
received word that David D. Holmes,
formerly of Topsham and a graduate of class of 1946, has been named
manager of the Radio Research Laboratory for the Radio Corporation
of America at Princeton, N. J. He
is also in charge of the RCA Laboratories installations at Rocky Point
and Riverhead, Long Island, N. Y.
Holmes succeeds Dr. H. H. Beverage. also a graduate of the University. Dr. Beverage is now chief consultant in communications for the
RCA laboratories as well as vice
president for research and engineering for the RCA Communications
Company.

exists than the one without
Luckies. What's he missing? A smoke that's as light as
they come! End to end, a Lucky is made of superbly light
tobacco—golden rich, wonderfully good-tasting tobacco
that's toasted to taste even better. That's a lot to miss out
on—no wonder our chief has grief! Up North, you'd call
him a Blue Sioux; back East, a Bleak Creek. But out in
the land of the pueblo, he's just a mighty Mopey Hopi.
(Smoke signal to you: Light up a Lucky. You'll agree a
light smoke's the right smoke for you!)

FEE
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STUDENTS!
MAKE $25

See "Honest Abe
for

QUALITY FURNITI'llE

Railroad Station

'M' Club

Do you like to shirk work? Here's
some easy money—start Stickling! We'll pay $25 for every
Stickler we print—and for hundreds more that never get used.
Sticklers are simple riddles with
two-word rhyming answers. Both
words must have thesame number
of syllables. (Don't do drawings.)
Send your Sticklers with your
name, address, college and clips
to Hanpv-Joe-Lucky, Box 67A,
Mount Vernon, N. Y.
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49 Park St., Bangor, Maine
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NO SORRIER WARRIOR

The only undefeated football team
in University of Maine history represented the school in 1951. The team.
coached by Hal Westerman. won six
and tied one.

ECONOMY FURNITURE
OUTLET

43i

Students interested
Senate President Robert Worthing
interest blank and return it to their Senator before Frid
an
out
told the Campus that a Senate recomnoon, Nov. 1. Blanks are available in dormitories and at the Uni
mendation to increase the subscrip- news counter.
tion rate of the campus newspaper
Senate committees carry on much defense; Traffic, studies the tra
will be forwarded to University Presi- of the Senate business outside regular problem.
Health, investigates compulso
dent Dr. Arthur A. Hauck, next meeting. Many of the committees are
fee and the dormitory f
health
which
groups,
ent
faculty-stud
joint
week.
work together to plan such activities program; Social Affairs, plans ne
Worthing said that the Executive as Social Affairs, Campus Develop- year's schedule of events and supe
vises University social rules.
Committee of the Senate will draw ment, and the Concert Series.
used
be
will
blanks
interest
The
up a formal recommendation to raise
Conduct of Examinations, study
by the Senate and its nominations examination conduct and honor s
the student activity fee one dollar
committee when electing committee tern; Campus
development, concern
next semester and fifty cents each members.
with the physical features of t
semester thereafter. The overall efFollowing is a listing of all com- campus; Student Faculty Relatio
fect is that students will be paying
mittees and the work they do: Joint discusses problems common to St
two dollars a year instead of one
ulty: Assembly, investi- dents and faculty and promotes bett
dollar per semester for the weekly student-fac
gates the possibilities for University student-faculty relations.
publication.
assemblies; Calendar, prepares a list
Student Publications, supervi
The raise was approved by the of activities for the next school year.
Concert Series, plans and organizes selection of the editor for the Camp
Senate assembly last week but must
Student Committee
receive approbation of the Board of concerts for the next school year; and Prism.
Trustees before it is included on Safety and Civil Defenses, promotes Freshman Handbook, supervises pu
safety on campus, assists in civilian lication of "Bear Tracks".
student bills.

Holmes Is RCA Manager

DOWN TO EARTH PRICES
Budget Tcran, Available

Camp

LIGHT UP A li(Oht SMOKE—LIGHT UP A LUCKY!
*A. T. co.

r —"cru4e•x._ is our middle nano;

Product of ;titeaicroteurco-Goaf
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43 Candidates Seek Class Office Next
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Crane Attends
Wednesday N.Y.Conference
On Guidance
Percy F. Crane, director of admissions at the University, is taking part
in a series of conferences on admissions, guidance, and testing problems
during the next few days.
Today Crane is attending the annual conference of the Educational
Records Bureau and the American
Council on Education in New York.
He will also participate in a panel
at the annual meeting of the New
England Guidance Council at Hartford, Conn. Topic of the panel will
be "The Role of the Counselors in
the College Admissions Picture."

studies the trafffe

igates compulsory
he dormitory food
Affairs, plans ne
I events and supe
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I features of the
Faculty Relatio
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tr Tracks".
JUNIOR CANDIDATES for class presidency are (I. to r.)
Raymond Label, Irving King, and Edmund Kelley.

Everyone Get Out And Vote!

Engineering Faculty Hear Evans
Give Lecture On 'Accreditation'
Acting Dean Weston S. Evans, of
the College of Technology, spoke on
-Accreditation" Tuesday at the fall
meeting of the University of Maine
Branch of the American Society for
Education.
Dean Evans outlined the operating
procedure of the Engineering Council of Professional Development,
which promotes development in the
engineering fields. One of the major
purposes of the Council, said Evans,
is to interest high school students in
engineering, then guide them to accredited schools.

out
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1

FRESHMAN CANDIDATES for class presidency are (I. to r.)
Frank Olsen, Dave Robinson, and Robert Boyd.

'M' Club Holds Tag Day
The M Club will hold their
tag days on Friday and Saturday,
Nov. 8 and 9. All day Friday,
M Club members will have a
booth set up in front of the

:KY
IKE
ETTES

SOPHOMORE CANDIDATES for class presidency are Charles
Ochmanski (L) and Arthur Atherton.

I

Union to sell the tags. On Saturday, they will circulate around
the campus.
Proceeds from the tag day will
go into a scholarship fund. Two
scholarships are awarded each
year to incoming freshman men
with outstanding athletic ability.

SWEDEN'S FINER
ECONOMY CAR

to insure the students a good education.
In this area, one man from each
electrical, mechanical, engineering
physics, and agricultural engineering
is chosen to complete the team.
Their work is on a voluntary basis.

Crane will also attend the annual
meeting of the State Directors of
Testing Programs at the Educational
Testing Service in Princeton, N. J.
He will take part in a panel on "Use
of Examinations for College Admissions Purposes."
The University of Texas, University of Florida, University of Illinois,
and Princeton University will also
take part in the panel.

All faculty, staff, and graduate students are welcome at the Merrill Hall
Tearoom between noon and 1 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, by reservation only. Reservations are made in
advance with Miss Hitchcock, 15
Merrill Hall.

Stop at the Blinker
RIVIERA RESTAURANT
On the New
Orono-Old Town Highway

SANDWICHES—
University Inspected
FULL COURSE MEALS
Evans spoke also of the impending
accreditation inspection of the UniTry our delicious
versity's school of technology. He
Real Italian Spaghetti
outlined what the inspectors would be
looking for, such as quality of instruc- Tues. Wed. Thurs. 6 a.m.-12 p.m.
tors, housing, curriculum, research Fri. Sat.
6 a.m.-2 a.m.
work being done by the faculty, and Sun.
6 a.m.-10 p.m.
Promotes Interest
staff and facilities.
After the student graduates, the
Closed Monday
The University was accredited for
Council, through accreditation teams, four years after the last inspection.
tries to promote his professional development until he becomes a licensed
engineer.
FOR THOSE HARD TO FIND ITEMS—
The teams are made up of professional engineers, selected by the variShop
ous zone chairmen of the ECPD.
They send out pamphlets to high
schools offering the services of one
of their engineers to come to the
38 Main St.
school and speak to the students on
ORONO, MAINE
the opportunities offered in the engineering fields.
Records
Radios
The team members speak to the
Art Supplies
Record Players
students as a group, then individualRadio Repair
Toys
ly, to interested students. They supply lists of accredited schools in order

LaBeau's T.V. Center
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Campus representative,
Watson Lunt
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Phone: Orono 6-4407

Canoe City Laundromat
OLD TOWN. MAINE
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Masque Will Present
Lively Musical Comedy

Union News

The Maine Masque will begin its 52nd season Wednesday,
Nov. 6, with the production of "Where's Charley?" George Abbott's
musical version of the Brandon Thomas farce favorite "Charley's
Aunt."
Staged at the Little Theatre by
Masque director Herschel Bricker in
association with Lewis Niven, head
of the University music department,
and Miss Eileen Cassidy of the women's physical education department,
the production will feature Byron
Avery in the role of Charley. which
Ray Bolger popularized in the 1948
stage hit and the motion picture.
The play, with its scene set at Oxford University, revolves around two
students, Charley and Jack (played
by Albert Packard) who are desperately in love with two young ladies.
Amy Spettigue (Joce-marie Crockett)
and Kitty Verdun (Elizabeth Collins).
The boys invite the girls to their
rooms for tea, counting on Charley's
rich aunt expected to arrive from
Brazil, to act as chaperon. Complications begin when word comes that the
aunt has delayed her visit.

HOW DO YOU DO—(the hard way). Elliot Rich (1) and
"Skip" Avery are shown practicing a scene from the Maine Masque's
forthcoming play "Where's Charlie?"
Installation of WORO's 10
transmitters will be completed
by the end of the week announced Mr. Gerald Beckwith,
the station's faculty adviser.
Transmitters have been installed in North Dorms, Dunn,
Corbett, Hart, Oak, Lambda
Chi Alpha, South Apartments.
and Stodder. Transmitters will

be ready for use at Balentine
and Estabrooke this week.
Beckwith said he hoped that
transmitters would be available
to corer the Elms and the rest of
the fraternities by next fall.
Money from student fees will
be used to buy new turntable
equipment to improve music
programming.

By sheer coincidence Charley has
been rehearsing for a college drama in
which he just happens to be playing
an elderly woman. He is forceably
"persuaded" to masquerade as the
aunt, and therefore as the chaperon.
Now add the appearance of a couple
of lonely elderly gentlemen, a few
very intimate moments with his young
feminine charges and Charley has a
rather confusing time of it.
Then there are the songs from

Your Exclusive Arrow Dealer In Old Town

A. J. GOLDSMITH

Friday and Saturday the Union
movie will be Kismet. The Broad-

way musical about a Bagdad poetbeggar who becomes a nobleman, is
set in ancient Bagdad with its bazaarlined streets, towers, and minarets.
Where's Charley? Written by Frank Howard Keel, Ann Blyth. Dolores
Loesser, they include such alltime Gray, and Vic Damone star in this
favorites as "Once in Love with Amy," cinemascope production.
"My Dailing, My Darling," and the
November third at 4 p.m. in the
"New Ashmolean March." And the Bangor Room the Memorial Union
Masque performance has added to will present another in the series of
the original play a special dance num- "Lectures in Humanities."
Alice R.
ber by Cal Thomas.
Stewart, Associate Professor of HisAll of which goes to make the tory, will speak on "The Development
Masque's first presentation of the year of Canadian Culture." Through three
a promising evening of entertainment. centuries the several parts of
Canada
Rush seat tickets for Where's
have developed picturesque and charCharley? are still available at the
acteristic cultures of their own. Miss
Masque Office, 330 Stevens Hall.
Stewart traces these and shows their'
* * «
fusion into a national culture.
Tryouts for the second Masque play,
On Tuesday at 4 p.m. the Memorial
William Saroyan's My Heart's in the
Highlands, will be held Nov. 10, 11 Union will present another of its
and 12. The play will be produced poetry hours. Lewis E. Weeks wiU
read "Poems on Artists and Writers*
Dec. 11, 12, 13, and 14.
by Edwin Arlington Robinson. Coffee
will be serevd.
A Bermuda Hop will be held in
Parties
the Main Lounge of the Union this
The Interfraternity Council- Friday night. The Hop will be in
Panhellenic Council Halloween full swing from 8 to 11:30. The prices
Party for the children of Orono will be fifteen cents per person or
and Old Town has been can- twenty-five cents per couple. Hope
celled because of the campus flu to see you all there.
epidemic.
Saturday afternoon from 2-4 Dale
The parties were originally Whitney's band will be providing
planned for tonight at each of the music for another of the Union's
the fraternities, with sorority jam sessions.
girls helping at each house.

Lambda Chi Alpha is the largest
Sigma Alpha Epsilon was founded
of
all national fraternities with 146
at the University of Alabama, March
9, 1856.
chapters.

ORONO BIKE &
HOBBY CENTER

50 years of service to U. of M.students
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PAY US A VISIT SOON
Hobby & Art Supplies
Photography Material
Bicycle Sales & Service
Corner of Main & Mill St.
ORONO

Set the step
in an Arrow
pin-tab collar

IP

11th 11

Fourth
Bei
Third

KIMBALL & MARCHO
TEXACO STATION
53 Main St.

Leaders of campus fashion go
for this new idea in collars: the
good looks of the tab shape
combined with the ease of the
eyelet-and-bar fastening. Yours
in white, stripes, solids or
checks. In broadcloth or new
pique fabric, regular or French
cuffs. Shirt from $4.50. Wool
challis tie $2.50. Cluett,
Peabody & Co., Inc.

TIRES, BATTERIES, & ACCESSORIES

Street
10U
Lower I
Ini

Tel. 6-4412
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BIG DOUBLE FEATURE

"ACTION OF THE
TIGER"
VAN JOHNSON
MARTINE CAROL
Plus

"SIERRA STRANGER"
175•181Eocisanqe Street •

Bangor

HOWARD DUFF
GLORIA McGHEE

•NOW THRU SAT.•
(2 Big Thrillers)
"THE AMAZING COLOSSAL
MAN"
— Plus —
"THE CAT GIRL"
•SUN.-MON.-TI;ES.•
From the Sensational Book
"NO DOWN PAYMENT"
With today's most Exciting
Young Stars
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WOODWARD
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TONY
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MITCHEI
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Current Figures Committee Reviews Qualifications
Show 26 Foreign Of 70 Candidates For Hauck's Post
Students Enrolled
Twenty-six
foreign
students
from seventeen different countries
are
currently
enrolled
at the University. Out of the
total, twelve are graduate students, four are special students,
and ten are regular undergraduates.
The students are able to attend
Maine with assistance from a
variety of scholarship programs.
Some pay their own way with
assistance from departments in
which they work, others receive
some kind of federal aid from
the United States.
In many cases, the student is
sent here by the company for
which he works in his own country. In addition, the students are
eligible for regular University
scholarships.
Students and their home countries are as follows: David Shelomo Alkalay, Brazil; Francisco
Almeida-Neto, Israel; Geoffrey G.
Bell-Jones, England; Luc Joseph
Bisaillon, Canada; Nicholas John
Bozaninos, Greece; Mrs. Boonchau Chaiyabhat, Thailand.
Miroslaw Czapowskyj, Ukraine;
Marilyn A. Dingwall, Newfound-

Over 70 names have been
recommended to the TrusteeFaculty Committee as possible
candidates for a replacement for
University President, Dr. Arthur
A. Hauck, who requested to retire
in February, according to Raymond H. Fogler, President of
Maine's Board of Trustees.
The committee reviewed the
qualifications on the basis of the
information available. Since the
meeting, the committee has attained additional information and
has contacted those whose experience seems best for further

land; Basil Said Farah, Jordan;
Claude Gilles Gendron, Canada.
Ernest Grant, Canada; Shwang
Haia, China; Erndadul Huque,
Pakistan.
Guillermo Izaguirre, Nicaragua;
Arje Latz, Israel; David Maynard
Linekin, Canada; Peter Con. Louridas, Greece; Malcolm S. J. Maclennan, Canada; Malcolm Joseph
Rendell, Canada;
Saw Chein
Saing, Burma.
Heizaburd Saito, Japan; James
Meredith Scott, Canada; Bhanwar
Sirohi, India; Reniko Tanaka, Japan; Francisco Raul Villanueva,
Venezuela; Chongsun Yun, Korea.

consideration.
The faculty members of the
committee include: Prof. Robert
M. York, Prof. John R. Crawford,
Prof. Franklin P. Eggert, and
Asst. Prof. Richard C. Hill.
Asked for Recommendations
In the search for a Hauck replacement, the presidents of many
universities and colleges have
been asked to send recommendations. Various professional groups
including the Land Grant College
Association, Association of State
Universities, and the American
Council on Education have been
asked for help.
All faculty members have been
invited to submit their personal
recommendations, Fogler said.
The Board would expect the
man to hold a doctorate, university teaching experience, and
school administrative experience,
Fogler said, although there are no
specific, binding qualifications for
the president's position.

Everybody meets I N,.

adet7h& Clook
at the BILTMORE
The old raccoon coats are seen
again under the famous clock—
Meeting at The Biltmore is a timeless college custom. And no wonder —
it's still the most convenient, most
exciting location in New York! Those
special student rates help, too. Write
to our College Department.
Plan now for Thanksgiving or
that Special Weekend.

B I I. TMORE

Madison Avenue at 43rd St., N. Y. 17, N. Y.
At Grand Central Station
Other REALTY HOTELS—The Barclay & Park Lane
Harry M. Anholt, President

Meet Bill Hancock
Western Electric development engineer

NIIMIIIIIINON11111111111N111111r
la is the largest
:rnities with 146

gTER

BANGOR DAYS

BSI Hancock is a graduate of Pennsylvania
State University where he majored in industrial engineering. Bill joined Western Electric
as a planning engineer in November, 1951, at
the Kearny Works in New Jersey. Later, he
was assigned to the new Merrimack Valley
Works in North Andover, Massachusetts, as
a development engineer. Here Bill is shown
leaving his attractive New England home for
his office while his wife, Barbara, and their
daughter, Blair, watch.

FRI. - SAT.
REGISTER AT
FREESE'S FOR
FREE PRIZES

ice

NO oBLI(ATHrs TO BUY
Fifth floor prize:
Your choice of floor or table lamp
Fourth floor prize:
Beautiful doll from the to) shop
Third floor prize:
Woman's dress (winner's choke)
Second floor prize:
Bates Bedspread (Oeorge Washington
choice)
Street floor prize:
100% Wool Man's Surcoat
Loner leiel prize:
Imported pocket-size radio, complete
with batteries and earphone

If;
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1YMENT"
ist Exciting
tars
SHEREE
NORTH
JEFFREY'
HUNTER
PATRICIA
OWENS
PAT
HINGLI1

ATTENTION!
FREESE'S WILL
BE OPEN EVERY
FRI. AND SAT.
NIGHT! NOW
UNTIL CHRISTMAS

FREESE'S

29.95
29.95
$25

27.50
$25

19.95

Bill's present assignment at Western Electric: the development
of methods and machinery for assembling one of today's
most promising electronic developments — electronic "packages" involving printed wiring. At a product review conference Bill (standing) discusses his ideas on printed wiring
assemblies with fellow engineers.

Bill and his supenisor, John Souter, test a machine
they developed to insert components of different
shapes and sizes into printed wiring boards. The
small electronic packages prepared by this machine
are being used in a new transistorized carrier system
for rural telephone lines.

Engineers: Western Electric offers you a wide variety of
interesting, creative opportunities. It makes no difference what
your
field of specialization is. You can fit — now — into our operation as the manufacturing and supply unit of the Bell System
... or into our defense job. A free booklet —"Your Opportu
nity at Western Electric"— outlines company operations
and
specific job opportunities in detail. Send for it. Write to:
College Relations Department, Room 1029, Western Electric
Company, 195 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y.

Sailing off the north shore of Massachusetts is
one of Bill's favorite sports. He also enjoys
the golf courses and ski runs within an easy
drive from where he lives and works.

Wegtern Electric
MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY

UNIT OF THE SELL SYSTEM

Manufacturing plants in Chicago, Ill.; Kearny, N. J.; Baltimore, Md.; Indianapolis, Ind.; Allentown
and toureldolit, Pa.; Burlington.
Greensboro and Winston-Salem, N. C.; Buffalo, N. T.; Haverhill and Lawrence, Moss.; Lincoln,
Neb.; St. Paul and Duluth, Minn
Distributing Centers in 30 cities and Installation headquarters in 16 cities. Also, Teletype Corporati
on, Chicago 14, Illinois
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Editorials

In Focus

We's Is Protestin' A Mite

Self Discipline Is Trust Of Student Judiciary

By GERRY COULOMBE
The Bangor Daily News has been drearnin' an wishin'
There are several arguments
again—dreamin' we're in the Ivy League or Big Ten, and
sayin' like peoples a wishin' more for their money at the for a student judiciary.
1. Students understand students
feetball games.
We'll maybe they're right, we are do nothin's, but better.
2. The judicial trust of self disthey and the state ain't shown us nothin, either, as for cipline is also the goal of educaboostin this here state. They won'ts to keep it wild and tion.
natural like. We's aiming to help em. Give us a coupla There are as many arguments
years and most of us'll be movin' on. So that kind 'a to keep discipline in the hands of
the administration.
makes us quits, don't it?
1. For a state university dis"What's yas so sore about, Sam? Man's only bean
cipline in the hands of the admintalkin' feetball!"
istration is a lot safer and san"Ah, tell's it to the Lady 0' the House."
er—the University depends upon
"What's ay, Sam? She ain't no lady?"

On November 6, the day class officers will be elected,
students will have the opportunity to indicate their feelings in favor or against a proposed student judiciary. This
will not be a vote to create a judiciary, but an opinion poll
to gauge student attitude on this most important piece of
legislation.
A judiciary means a student court, presided over by
student judges, trying students whenever they break the
"normal standard of behavior expected of students at the
University of Maine."
The Maine Campus has been in favor of the student
judiciary.
But we encourage students to think it over before
answering the questionnaire.

The University Store Company Board of Directors has
indicated that it is willing to consider suggestions from
the student-body as to how the Company should spend its
profits.
Two suggestions come immediately to mind:
One, that the departments of speech and electrical engineering should be experimenting with television by this
time, but the department of speech operates a ridiculous
system of telephone-wire radio communications. We suggest the Directors consider financing a legitimate "ultramodern" radio station. We're 'way behind the times.
Two, that University students do not have a ready outlet for their creative ability. We suggest a grant to initiate
and guarantee the publication of a student magazine to be
administered by the department of journalism.

Lives Are Still In Danger
The efforts of Campus Security Officers to enforce the
new Motor Vehicle Code are highly appreciated. But
these officers are too busy acting as parking lot attendants
to enforce the posted speed limits on the Park Street exit.
Last Spring an officer stood by the road at noon near
South Apartments. Some one must have felt the officer was necessary for one to be there.

A South Apartment Gripe

clary, ai

Properly conducted, a student
court would be the real foundation of student government on
campus. Upon it could rest the
Senate with the assurance that together with the judiciary it could
truly represent a free exercise of
democratic principles (within certain limits).

By BILL FA RI.EY

destined to become a Halloween of boys high-tailed it across an
victim.
open field, shouts of come back
Earlier this week, I sat with a
you little (%*%*) became dimHe went on to tell his story.
group of men who slipped out of
mer and dimmer.
an academic discussion of the diAfter having been denied the
—But that was when we were
vine rights of kings and into a freeloading rights of Halloween
bull session which saw the ex- raggamuffins at one house, the kids.
change of many stories of past group began to plot a trick. HavAlthough Dante has not placed
Halloween escapades.
ing agreed on "a real good one," Halloween pranksters in any one
One chubby junior told of the the group proceeded. One of the of the circles of L'Inferno, our
night that he and five other boys boys carefully eased his way to adult common sense tells us that
we might just as well stay in and
went to the house of a city of- the front door.
tonight.
study
ficial. After quietly stealing up
A large, wooden storm door,
onto the official's porch, the boys hinged to open outward, had at
layed a square piece of galvanized Its center a heavy, ornate dooriron in front of the dark door- knocker. To this knocker, one
way. In the center of the metal boy tied one end of a spool of
piece, one boy placed a large bag black thread. He backed up, careof cow dung. Another boy touched fully letting out the spool of
INSIDE THE SENATE
a match to the bag and rang the thread. Across the road, another
doorbell for all it was worth. The boy, sitting in the upper branchBy GERARD COULOMBE
tricksters quickly ran and hid.
es of a pine tree, signaled for
the spool to be thrown up to him.
Two senators were not in favor
Shoes Covered
This having been done, the group of the Campus rate increase. Tom
Seconds later, a round old man took cover. The night was quiet, Collins of Tau Kappa Epsilon told
came to the door. Seeing the for there was no breeze.
me that his fraternity refused to
burning parcel, the pudgy ofconsider quantity rather than
Surprise Caller
ficial proceeded with haste to
quality. "We felt almost to a man
stamp out the flames. Soon, the
Suddenly there came a knock- that the quality of the Campus
fire was out. The official stared ing. The boy in the tree was would not warrant extension of
at his shoes, cursed loudly into tugging at the black thread. The four pages," be said.
the night air, took his shoes off, porch light came one. The door
The Student Judiciary which
and went back into the house.
opened. A tall matt came out and
was discussed and investigated by
looked
around
for
his
caller.
With
Another story, aimed at topping
a shrug of his shoulders he went the Senate last year will be subthe one just related, came from
ject of a referendum questiona senior. He boasted that his back into the house.
naire November 6. Students will
Knock-knock!
group had always been a strictly
He came out. be asked to write their opinions
"legal" bunch—that is, they close- Nothing. He went back in. Knock- on the subject on a special form
ly followed the old tradition of knock! He came back out. Still provided at the time of the elec"trick or treat." Anyone who nothing. He went back in. Knock- tion.
knock—and so on until finally
didn't shell out with candy or ap- one of
Dick Barter in his report to the
the boys could hold in his
ples or at least a penny was laughter no longer. As the group Senate of the Election Committee's progress said that there was
a lack of candidates for Freshman and Senior class officers.
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
by Dick Sibley
He noted that the girls manifested very little interest, and
urged senators to encourage their
constituents to run for office.

Mary Ks
cause th4
should be
themselves

Senate Report

Senate President Bob Worthing
told the group that the Directors
of the University Store Company
had asked him to ask his senators
for suggestions which the Company could consider when making
gifts to the University from the
profits. The Company contributes large sums to something the
University budget doesn't have
any money for.
John Lymburner reported on
the Leadership Conference held a
few weeks ago. The students
who participated complimented
the workshop for a fine job. He
said that the students wanted
time to see how they could use
the information obtained before
getting together again in the futire to evaluate the program. The
fee for Professor Miles who conducted the workshop was fifty dollars a day plus expenses. Total:
One hundred and seventy-five dollars.
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Halloween Pranks Are Thing Of Past, Kid Stuff

The Maine Campus
BUSINESS MANAGER

Quest]

ii

What gripes many South Apartment residents is the
fact they have to pay to park in the "dooryard." No one
denies the importance of liability insurance. Some people
have a pretty tight budget, and if a car is included as a
necessity, insurance is not. In fact the University is a
precursor in the field of compulsory insurance. State law
doesn't require it. Therefore temporary stickers rectify
one wrong, temporarily. However, assuming that there
are 189 cars in South Apartments, $189 certainly helps to
defray the $350 expense for the sticker system.
The new question is this: If the surplus money from
registration will not be used for repairs and plowing, how
will it be used?

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

to having discipline "dished out"
by our superiors. If we feel that
we should take over a measure of
self discipline, we should by all
means with the University's permission, undertake to do so.

Bee Hive

Judiciary Subjected To Poll

Bookstore Invites Suggestions

the legislature for its funds.
2. From the student's viewpoint,
discipline in the hands of the administration is dispassionate and
reliable. Some people may think
that a student judiciary will mean
campus justice. That's not altogether true; the law is not always
just, and consequently the law administered by a student court or
by the administration itself, for
that matter, might not always be
justice.
We are all accustomed, as far
as our academic life is concerned,

Orono, .1
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some form of student judiciary, and ithy

Today, I was reading in the
"Bangor Daily News" a poem by
James Metcalfe, a portion of
which follows:
"It is a patch of darkness made
By objects large or small"
,
"My god, I thought, he's referring to our Student Senate."

He wasn't, but his uncanny
ability for ridiculous expression
somehow suggested the Senate to
me.
It is only recently, as a matter
of fact, that I have become actively aware of the Senate. My
friends had led me to believe it
was a secret society of unobtrusive boobs and bumpkins. But

that experience I think we can
safely say senate members are
not unobtrusive.
What I am writing to suggest
is that, since the "Campus" has
lately been filled with accounts of
Senate activities, Metcalfe
be
hired to render these accounts in
suitable verse.
Robert C. Farnsworth
•Bangor Daily News, Oct. 22, p. 15

Bangor Travel
Agency
Complete Travel Service
Hotel Accommodations
at
NO EXTRA COST
—Telephone—
Bangor-9333 — Orono-64344
44 Hammond Street
Hanger

a
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Mary Ketchum, junior: Yes, because the student's
problems
should be settled by the students
themselves.

Partner Plaids
here they are...those exclusive
Pendleton Promenade plaid

rt

Topster jackets for men...made
of the same fine pure virgin wool
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as Pendleton 49'er jackets
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Martha McKie, junior: Yes. I
think that as college students we
are old enough to govern ourselves and should be given the
opportunity. This provides invaluable training for later years.

you and your best girl decide
on this new go-together look...
or if you're just looking for another
luxurious new Pendleton for your
own wardrobe..,come and
choose them now while our
new fall collection is complete!
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PENDLETON SLACKS in color.
coordinating virgin wool flannel;

$19.9.1
Jane Chiarini, freshman: Yes,
because when people reach college
age they should learn to discipline themselves.

WOMAN'S 49'E5 jacket in partner plaid, 10-20,
$17.95

We Give S&H
.1r-1

Green Stamps

there's only one

Pendleton \
always virgin wool —

Open Friday Nights
For Your
Shopping Cons-enienoe

Edward Manson, junior: Definitely, because the students should
be able to make the final decisions on problems in which they
are directly involved.
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BEN SKLAR

Old!) TOWN
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And Then The Flu Hit The Maine Campus

AS
By

By JUDY SAWYER and
HISS SUTHERLAND
The flu epidemic which has hit
the campus in full force for the
past several weeks has showed no
signs of letting up as yet, according to Dr. Percy A. Leddy, University Physician.
The outbreak, which, *Warted
with a few scattered cases in the
dorms,
has
spread
rapidly
throughout the University, leaving
first one fraternity and dorm
area after another with the hotcold, aching, shaky, symptoms.
Students
and
housemothers
have been rushing to the Infirmary for pills and
medicine.
Many returned to the houses and
dorms only to pick up a few essentials. such as toothbrushes and
slippers before being admitted to
the infirmary with temperatures
as high as 104 degrees.
As the number of sick students
increased, University officials arI don't feel too well. Mrs. Shir- ranged a temporary infirmary for
Icy Packard and Nona Higgins.
girls in Chadbourne Hall's basement, while filling the mair infirmary with male cases.
To relieve unnecessary burden,
students have been issued a

Yes, we've all got it. Pat Benner, Judy Thompson, Mrs. Packard, and Cathy Ayer.

blanket excuse for sickness and rumor that the University might
those who live nearby are being close until the epidemic died
permitted to go home and re- down, had no official standing.
cuperate. However, the popular
The average run of the flu is

from 3 to 5 days, providing the
student doesn't catch it for the
second time—an all too common
fate.
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How long hale you been In!
Ayer.

Nona Higgins and Cathy

Those sick in the dorms and fraternities
will be . . Dr. Percy A. Leddy, University
Physician.

Well, last night while I was studying I began to
feel . . . George Arsenault.
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It
We've got to get that tentperature down. Roger Williams,
Mrs. Charles Barrett, and Dr. Leddy.

Feeling much better!
Phillips.

Mrs. Keith Anderson, and James

But don't forget ... Diane Tatlock and Mrs. Packard.
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Sociedit: No Celebrating

•mpus As Halloween Arrives
By Murry MacDonald
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providing the
ch it for the
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"Backward, turn backward,0 time
in your flight;
Make me a child again just for
tonight." Allen
Tonight's the night when the sky
becomes starless, moonless, satelliteless, and black. Cats yowl, dogs
howl, shrieks pierce the air. Shady
figures glide silently from place to
place, while occasionally a broomstick is illuminated underneath a
street light.
Tonight's Halloween, and even the
lnterfraternity-Panhellenic parties for
the Orono and Old Town children
have been cancelled.
The annual art tea at Carnegie
Hall sponsored by Chi Omega Sorority this Sunday is the only event
forthcoming for the weekend, aside
from a general migration of students
to the Colby Homecoming.
Last Friday night—the International Club and the Maine Christian Association held their annual International Festival, including a supper of
foreign foods, entertainment, and a
record dance, at the Union. Clara
Turner directed the festivities.
On Saturday, the motorcade transported students to the Bates-Maine
game in Lewiston. Those who stayed
behind saw crowds of parents converge on campus to visit with freshman sons and daughters.

Saturday night, Hart Hall provided
free entertainment to freshman girls
at their record hop in the dorm's recreation room. Roland Robinson arranged the affair. Also on Saturday,
the Agricultural or "Milk Bucket"
Club held a dance in the Union, with
freshman agricultural and home economics students as guests. Dale
Whitney furnished the music.
The Maine Outing Club took over
the University Forest Sunday afternoon with a clambake, William F.
Stearns in charge.
Brothers and pledges of Phi Gamma Delta entertained their sister sorority Pi Beta Phi Thursday evening
with a spaghetti supper and a skit
by the house pledges. Members of
Delta Delta Delta Sorority were
hostesses to Delta Tau Delta the
same night in the Union.
The Hunt
Sighted: Villa Thurston to John
ART DISPLAY—The works of "Steil and Shevis," including various types of prints and fabrics,
Ramsey, Tau Kappa Epsilon; Dixie
will be shown in Carnegie Hall starting tomorrow. Shown above admiring the unusual exhibit are
Naugler to Wayne Sanborn, Sigma
JoAnn Bagley (I.) and Alecia Nichols.
Chi.
Bagged:
Louise Lamson to
George Files, Alpha Tau Omega;
Gerry Pierce to Ed Corbett, Alpha
Students who pride themselves on their practicality and down- tended Jamaica Plains High School
Tau Omega; Mary Alice Plummer to
Donald Bruce, Phi Eta Kappa; Su- to-earthness will find that even they will enjoy the next art exhibit in Boston, and the Massachusetts
ranne Wilke to Richard Garnache; coming to Carnegie on Nov. 1.
School of Art. It was while he was
Jean Files to Douglas Libby.
With the occasional assistance of at M.S.A. that he met the other half
Here he will find unusual and origiTagged: Sarah Boyd to Thomas nal Christmas cards, handkerchiefs, their four children, the Shevises spend
of the artistic team, his wife Stell.
Sawyer, Sigma Chi.
scarves, yard goods, wall hangings most of their waking hours trying to
Shevis' works with watercolors and
and other works of "Stell and She- keep up with their booming mailorder business. Their eldest child in the graphic arts have won memvis."
Jennifer is a freshman here at the bership for him in
the American
Mr. and Mrs. William Shevis, as
University. but she too helps with the
produce
named,
in
formally
are
they
Society
of
Etchers,
Engravers,
Etc.,
workshop at their home family livelihood whenever she can. the Philadelphia Print
girls to remain out of the dormitories their barn
Club, Boston
William Shevis was born in !reto the hours of 12 midnight and 1 a.m. in Lincolnville working with blocks
Print Makers. Northwest Print Makand
land
planks
and brought up in Scotland. He
pine
fashioned
of
out
a certain number of times during the
ers.
Laguna Beach Art Society, and
came
highly
to
imagsome
this
himself
country
in
by
floor board scraps,
year.
1928 when he was 14 years old, at- many others.
inative and colorful prints.
For the remainder of the fall semester, the seniors are entitled to eight
THE COMPLETE SHULTON LINE
late permissions, three of which are
1 a.m. permissions and five are 12
AVAILABLE AT THE
o'clock permissions. During the spring
semester, the seniors will receive 15
late permissions, five of which are
1 a.m. permissions and ten are midMain St.
Orono
night permissions. These late permissions can be taken any time during the
week,

New Exhibit To Feature Steil And Shevis

Senior Women Get'Lates'
Senior women will begin receiving
senior late permissions on November
10. The permissions, a traditional
privilege for seniors, will enable the

See "Honest Abe"
for

QUALITY FURNITURE
DOWN TO EARTH PRICES
Budget Terms Available

ECONOMY FURNITURE
OUTLET
Railroad Station

Old Town

-M- CUT RATE

DICK'S FLYING -A61 Main St., Orono, Me.

"BUY IT IN ORONO - -.
BUY IT AT BURPEE'S"

FRIENDLY & COURTEOUS
SERVICE

HARDWARE

F. T. BURPEE
Eastern and Northern
Maine's Most Modern
Self-Service Hardware
Store
5 Mill St.
Orono

Mechanic on Duty
from
g 1 began to

7 toll
Except Sunday
Open 7 Days a Week

VISIT

ANDREWS

FOR EVERYTHING IN

HIGH FIDELITY
PHONOGRAPHS
COMPONENTS
BOGEN, FISHER, ELECTRO.
VOICE GARRARD, Amplifiers, Speakers, Enclosures,
Turntables. Hear them all on
the Audio Comparator in our
special SOUND ROOM. Audiophile. Net Prices.

RECORDS

The MAGNIFICENT
MAGNAVOX
and many other completely
assembled packaged units.
Wide variety of sizes and
furniture styles.

Jazz, Classical,
Hit Parade, Mood Music.
Many at Sale Prices.

ANDREWS MUSIC
HOUSE

"THE HOUSE OF HI-Fl"
118 MAIN STREET
Diane Tat-

BANGOR

FOR MEN

IN UNBREAKABLE
PLASTICS

Formulated for a man's hair and scalp.
Conditions while it cleans. 1.25
SHULTON
Now York • Toros
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Girls Dorms' Officers Are Named

Students' Representatives Have
Say In Athletic Policy Making

Women's dormitories have elected treasurer; Carol Burry, Lois Blanch- Maresca, treasurer; Dianna Pye, senate
new officers for the fall semester.
ard, senate representatives; Constance representative; Ellen Shibles, WSGA
The new officers are:
Atherton, WSGA representative; Sara representative; June Toulouse, Judy
The Athletic Association is the largest organization on the
Elms: Margaret Ricci, president; Boyd, Patricia Flynt, social chairmen; Sullivan, social chairmen; Inez KoMarie Hedstrom, vice president; Jane Rena Hilton, dining room chairman; lonel, dining room chairman; Lucille University of Maine campus according to Ted Curtis, Faculty
Libby, secretary; Martha Merrill, Martha McKie, fire warden; Deborah Brouillard, Ruth Moir, fire wardens; Manager of Athletics. Curtis said that every student enrolled in
treasurer; Cleta Waldron, social chair- Arnold, Judy Holmes, Jr. WAA repre- Carol MacKenzie, kitchenette chair- the University automatically belongs to the association when they
man; Pauline Dion. party chairman; sentatives.
man; Nancy Quigg, Jr. WAA repre- pay their activities fees at the time of registration. The amount
Mary Weston, fire warden.
allocated to the Athletic Association per student from the fee is
Colvin: Susan Campbell, president; sentative.
North Stodder: Devone Davis, Nancy Roberts, vice president; WiniWest Chadbourne: Helen Browne, $12.25 each semester.
president; Judy Webster, vice presi- fred Mosher, secretary; Sally Fleming- president; Joan Woodman, vice presiThe student body at large is repre- the University's athletic system and
dent; Sherry Webster, secretary; San- ton, treasurer; Nancy Schmidt, senate dent; Eleanor Fay, secretary; Nancy sented in the meetings of the associa- all segments of the University comdra Samway, treasurer; June Adams representative; Mary Coffin, WSGA Ruhlin, treasurer; Nancy Rich, sen- tion by representatives elected in the munity are represented on the Board.
and Sally Owen, senate representa- representative; Mary Sayez, social ate representative; Jeannine Gagnon, student elections each spring. There The Board's representatives are from
tives; Helen Lang. WSGA representa- chairman; Mary Maher, fire warden; WSGA representative; Jane Judy, Joan are four students who serve in the the student body in the person of the
tive; Joy Lymburner, dining room Jean Ulmer, Jr. WAA representative; Good, social chairmen; Joan Kearns, association. The president this year president of the Athletic Association
chairman; Katherine Sullivan and San- Patricia Ward, head proctor.
dining room chairman; Ann Coffin, is Carroll Denbow who has served in selected by the students and four at
dra Pinette, social chairman; Jacquefire warden.
the association for three semesters. large student members also delegated
North Estabrooke: M. Ann Dunn,
lyne Gallop, fire warden; Ann McEast Chadbourne: Ann Corbett, The other members of the association by the student body. The faculty
president;
Anne
Proctor,
vice presi- president; Norma Currie, vice
Clure and Phyllis Warren, Jr. WAA
presi- are junior representative, a sophomore members who serve on the Board are
dent; Joyce Torrey, secretary; Gwen
representatives.
dent; Sheilya Wood, secretary; Mar- representative, a senior. The president selected by the president of the UniSawyer,
treasurer;
Patricia
Hayes,
senSouth Stodder: Elizabeth Sleight,
garet Eastman, treasurer; Marilyn of the Association is also a senior.
versity to serve a one year term. The
president; Carolyn Anderson, vice ate representative; Jeannette Lawlor, Leslie, senate representative; Meg
General
Alumni Association selects
The Athletic Board, a separate or- members each year to sit on the
president; Alicia Nichols, secretary; WSGA representative; Harriet Levco, Thompson, WSGA representative; MeBoard
Donna
Grant,
social
chairmen;
Hazel
Bonny Brown, treasurer; Deanna
lissa Boomer, Carol Osgood, social ganization from the Association, is also for a one year term.
Chapman, senate representative; Bar- Gray, dining room chairman; Edwina chairmen; Nancy Wood, dining room the policy making organization of
The trustees select one member to
bara York, WSGA representative; Urbanski, fire warden; Patricia Clapp, chairman; Lois Woodcock, Maureen
serve on the board who is selected to
Caroline Nason, Roberta Michaud, head floor representative.
Mokaryel, WAA representatives; Marrepresent the University administraSouth Estabrooke: Judith Wray, ty Webster, fire warden; Eleanor Ridesocial chairmen; Ann Hastings, dining
tion in general. The Athletic Board
room chairman; Mary Grisbi, fire president; Ruth Hawes, vice presi- out, kitchenette chairman; Carolyn
initiates all policies for the Athletic
warden; Linda Bowden. Marilyn Brad- dent; Neil Proctor, secretary; Rosella Sleeper, head floor representative.
Association and sanctions all action
ford, Jr. WAA representatives; Jane
of the association. All schedules of
Behringer, head proctor.
University athletic teams must be
Balentine: Jane Quimby, presisanctioned by the Board before the
Coach
Hal
Woodbury
greeted
some
dent; Enid Marshall. vice president;
Athletic Office may make any comtwenty basketball hopefuls for the mitments
Sally Curtis. secretary; Carlyn Smith,
or sign any contracts.
season's initial workout Monday.
Woody, who will be starting his secoRK
ond year at the helm of Bear basThe Institute of European Studies is offering a semester's study ketball, has only three lettermen
NORWEGIAN STYLING
working out at present.
at the University of Vienna this spring for the price of

Hoopmen Start
Daily Workouts

IES Offers Semester's Study
At University Of Vienna
$1195.00.

Undergraduate students between
the ages of 18 and 25 with at least
one year of college are eligible to
study at the University. Acceptance
will depend upon scholastic standing and recommendations. No qualified student will be refused for reasons of race or creed. The program
is co-educational. Application forms
may be obtained by writing to the
IFS office in Chicago.
The spring semester program gives
a full semester of study and travel
(51
/
2 months) in Europe. Registration is for a maximum of 18 credit
hours in a wide variety of Englishtaught courses.
Important Personalities
Students participate in interviews,
lectures and forums, arranged with
important personalities in the fields
of religion, philosophy, politics, social sciences, music, art, and literature. And, there are opportunities
to gain practical experience in international relations.
Three study tours round out the
academic program. The first tour is
a two week trip through Western and
Central Europe, visiting England,
Belgium. France, Germany and Austria.
The second tour is spent in Italy

to acquaint the students with the
main periods of Italian art.
The third takes in the various
points of interest in Greece and Yugoslavia.
Guides And Assists
The Institute of European Studies
takes care of the ocean transportation, room, board, travel, and tuition
in Europe. It provides students with
orientation both before and after arrival in Europe, and guides and assists in making the most of the
student's European study and travel
program.
The full price for the spring semester 1958 program is $1195. A detailed spring semester catalogue will
be published Nov. 1, 1957. Anyone
interested in the program may write
to The Institute of European Studies.
35 East Wacker Drive, Chicago 1,
Illinois.
Students should contact their advisors to check on the academic requirements of the University of
Vienna.

Two other mainstays of last year's
team have not yet reported. They
are Dud Coyne, co-captain of the
team, who is presently practice teaching in Portland, and Dave Rand of
Augusta, who is a member of the
football team. Both men are expected to be in togs before long.

• al

Lettermen on hand for the
first workout were: Co-captain
Tommie Seavey, Ron Boynton,
and Dick Collins. Dave Deshon
who also lettered last season will
not be out for the squad this
season. The Rockland junior is
recovering from a serious leg injury suffered last spring in a
Maine-Colby baseball game.
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RED HOT DELIVERIES!!
An enchanting ensemble to ism
you warmly through winter.,.
so easy to launder and perfect
tor dorm, horn• or travel. Mandarin pajamas with Oriental
striped top and solid color
elastic-bock trousers ... matching duster with kimono 11
and wide, wide sweep of skirt
New high shades of romance
rad or celestial blu• with
white.
Pajamas. Sizes 32-40. 3.98
Ouster. Small, Medium,
Large. 3.98
Phone & Mail Orders
Are Invited
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Woodbury also has last year's fresh
stars, Willie Martin, Don Sturgeon
and Terry Spurling to help the squad
prepare for its opener at home
against Brandeis, December 5.

The University of Maine will play
eight varsity games in football in 1958
for the first time since 1926. Maine
will play Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Connecticut, Rhode Island.
Bates, Colby, and Bowdoin.
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EVERYTHING KEPT WARM IN INSULATED CASES
CALL 6-3302
FOR SERVICE RIGHT TO YOUR DORM OR FRATERNITY

Cheery ass crackling !weigh."'
and lust as toasty...our
derful, wash-stasy, colorist,
Norwegian skl-lama
floe
flannelette. Brilliant oaroalso•
print top with snug eatten-bdt
turtle neck, wristlets and solo.
band ... comfortably cut pans
with knit anklets and roiastla
back waistband.
"Tailored by Katz" in wint•••
bright multi-colors on while
with high shades of rod ae
blue for th• solid cater pants.
Sixes 32 to 40.
2.98

ATTENTION SENIORS
REGULAR CLASS ATTENDANCE ASSURES YOU OF A DIPLOMA
MALTED ARTS ADVANCED COURSE MEETS REGULARLY
IN THE DOWNSTAIRS CLASSROOM

Phone & Mail Orders
Are Invited
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AFTER 'IM—Charlie Hills and Ernie Park, SAE, give chase
to Ken Perrone of Lambda Chi in the fraternity semi-final game
last Sunday. Perrone's pass attempt was unsuccessful and SAE
(Photo by Wally Cole)
went on to win 30-8.

Leaii lack.
...Bobcats Claw Again
By Ed Kelley
(Sports Editor)
The Bates thorn struck again. Hal Westerman and his Maine
Black Bears have been scratched again by the football claws of
Bates College. Over the past three years the Bobcats have given
Maine elevens nothing but fits and more fits. Last year Bates upset
the highly regarded Bears 19 to 13. Two seasons ago it took two
Maine field goals and a safety to bring another favored Bear team
squeaking past Bob Hatch's Cats 15 to 13. Maine holds a wide
edge in their series with Bowdoin and Colby.
The Pale Blue lead the Bowdoin series 33 to 19 and are far
in front of their annuals with Colby, 40 to 23. But the Bates series
now stands 35 to 28, Maine. Every team has its jinx team and
it's beginning to look like B-A-T-E-S spells Maine's.
Maine appeared sluggish in their latest encounter
with the Bobcats. The line played on an even par with
the Bates forwards throughout most of the contest, but
it appeared that the Bear linemen weren't able to stand
up when the late going got rough.
Maine backs never threatened the Bates line to any alarming
degree throughout the game. They were only able to gain a modest
yard or two on every play. There were many mistakes on assignments in the Bear backfield. Missed blocking assignments, backs
running into their own men and slow starts all contributed to the
poor showing of the Maine backfield.
Perhaps it was what Coach Westerman attributed the loss to.
"Bates was just too tough for us," or maybe it was just the many
CARELESS Maine mistakes. The fact still remains, however, no
matter which way we look at the reasons for the Bear loss, Bates
beat Maine again.
Determination finally paid a dividend Saturday for
senior end Eddie Shimmin. The Melrose, Mass., native
has been a member of the Maine football squad for three
seasons without earning his letter. Day in and day out
Shimmin for three years from early Sept. to the middle
of Nov. went to the athletic field for football practice.
But come Saturday Ed always watched from the sidelines, a victim of better talent.
How are you going to beat out ends like Thurlow Cooper and
Paul Boucher? But last Saturday it was a different story and a
different year. Shimmin had been playing in every game this year
but had never realized every second stringer's desire to start the
game.
Wearing number 86, Ed Shimmin did start at end last Saturday.
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School Dalers Run Here
Approximately 300 high school
cross country runners in three
dkisions will participate in the
State Interscholastic Cross Country Championship at the University of Maine's Orono course.
The three divisions will consist
of 15 schools in the "L" class,
15 in the "M" class and 17 in
the class "S" division.
The day's main event seems to be
the anticipated clash in L division
between defending champion Waterville High and Lee Academy. The
two teams met earlier in the season
and the Waterville Panthers nipped
the Academy men by a scant 4 points.
However, Lee doesn't appear to be
able to give Waterville the competi-

tion that they gave earlier. Waterville is getting stronger and among
its victims has listed a victory over
the University of Maine as has Lee.
Faculty Manager of Athletics Ted
Curtis said that all divisions are
stronger than usual this year. Curtis
went on to say that there will be
many more teams competing this
year than in previous championship
meets. It seems that the hill and
dale fever has hit many new sections
of the state. Perhaps it could be attributed to the tine seasons that the
Maine Varsities have experienced in
the last few years, Curtis said. There
definitely is a sharp increase in the
number of new teams each fall.

The revenge minded Maine Black Bears are on the road again
to play a State Series game. The Pale Blue are invading
week
this
Mayflower Hill at Waterville to duel the Colby Mules in the second
round of the State Series. The Maine and Colby series is the longest
in years and tradition of all the Maine colleges.
The Bear and the Mule first
tangled in 1892 the first year the
Black Bruins fielded a formal
football team. The Mule won
the initial contest between the
two rivals 13 to 0. However, the
Bear has had the easier going in
the past couple of decades.
Maine leads in the series with 40
Mule Skins safely hung while
the Colby teams have been able
to grab only 22 rugs. Three of
the games have ended in a tie.
Mules Have 2 And 2 Record

ooIaII qcs/seasii

Maine over Colby. .. Bears due
to win
Bates over Bowdoin...Cats win
series second
Connecticut over New Hampshire..
Huskies by 20 pts.
Rhode Island over Springfield...
Rams win non-conference battle
Dartmouth over Yale...Could go
either way, but looks like Green
Pennsylvania over Harvard...
Crimson having poor season
Army over Colgate...Cadets should
win easily
Notre Dame over Navy...Irish
reaching for top
Michigan State over Wisconsin...
Spartans by 15 pts.
Minnesota over Indiana...Gophers
climbing again
Oklahoma over Kansas State...
Sooners by 40 pts.
Texas A&M over Arkansas.
Aggies still running strong
Williams over Union...Ephman
breathe easy
Miami Fla. over Villanova.
Hurricanes favored by twenty
Oregon State over Washington State
...West battle to the Badgers
UCLA over California. Uclans
in best form
Ohio State over Northwestern.
State should win Big Ten
South California over Washington U
...Trojans win easily
K's Record
Last Week—Won 15—Lost 2—
Tied 1... pct. 882
Totals—Won 73—Lost 18—Tied
4...pct. 802

Colby will pull a .500 seasonal
record into the Maine game. Coach
Clifford's eleven have lost to Brandeis and Williams, upset Springfield
6 to 0 and beaten Bowdoin to show
a 2 win 2 loss record. The Colby
victory at Bowdoin last weekend was
mainly due to their fast start. The
Mules, led by the fine passing and
ball handling of quarterback Mark
Brown, jumped to an early 13 to 0
lead midway into the second quarter. Bowdoin scored late in that
same period but the Mules dominated first half play in all departments.

Blue Thinclads
Run For YC Lid
By Bob Kelleter
Maine's Harriers travel to Burlington. Vermont. Saturday to take part
in the Yankee Conference Championships. Judging from last Saturday's
impressive triumph over Vermont,
the Bear cross country team is in a
good position to take the meet.
If the team can stay intact until
Saturday. Maine will be very tough
to top. The Black Bears have been
the most impressive team in the conference this season. However, many
Dan
complications could arise.
Rearick and Bob Dean did not run
last Saturday and their presence this
Saturday is not certain. The flu is
also to be reckoned with. Although
the team received flu shots, the loss
of one or two key men would raise
havoc with the team's chances.
Coach Ed Styrna was extremely
pleased with the team's 17-40 victory
over Vermont, especially without the
help of Dan Rearick and Bob Dean.
The Catamounts were supposed to
be the toughest team Maine had to
face this season outside of Harvard.
Once again. the Black Bears produced a tie for first place. Dick Law,
Rill Daly and Dale Bes,sey crossed the
finish line together in the fine time
of 21:4.4. For Law and Bessey, this
was the best time of their careers on
the home course.
Carl MacDonald ran fifth in the
race behind Kolstrom of Vermont.
He also ran in the best time of his
career at 22:13. Prescott Cheney
took sixth position in 22:18. He was
the fourth Bear to set a personal low
time.

Finals Set For
Touch Football
Defending champions SAE will
meet Phi Kappa Sigma in the finals
of the fraternity football championship Sunday at 1:30 p.m.
Both teams should be in top form
after easy victories last week. SAE
trampled Lambda Chi by the score
of 30-8, and Phi Kappa Sigma outplayed Sigma Chi, 26-8.
The final will be a battle of excellent lines with crisp blocking expected to be evident throughout. The
game should be a close one, but SAE
is expected to win by a slim margin.
The cold weather did not bother
Corbett 3 as they earned the right
to the Dorm finals with an easy victory over Hart 2, 36-6. In the day's
only quarter-final game, North Dorm
3-6 came from behind to upset Hannibal Hamlin in the scorcher of the
day, 24-18.

The Polar Bears came roaring back in the second half and
dominated the offense until late
in the fourth quarter. With less
than five minutes on the clock
the score was tied at 13 apiece.
Colby treaded deep into Bowdoin
land on some timely passing by
Brown. Then with the ball on
the 23 yard line, Bob Sargent
split the uprights for a field goal
and the winning margin for the
Mules.
Bear Gamble Failed
Maine lost in the series game at
Lewiston to the defending series
champions, Bates, 7-0. The two teams
battled even for better than three
quarters before Jack Makowsky,
swift Bobcat halfback, broke the tie
with only 2 minutes remaining by
scooting into the endzone on an
end sweep. Previously Maine had
gambled by trying for a first down
with fourth and 2 yards to go on its
own 33 yard line. The Bates defense
was equal to the occasion holding
the Maine bid, taking over on downs.
The game was a battle of defensive
lines and punting all afternoon.
Maine punted 6 times, having two
blocked by the rough charging Bates
line and another partially blocked.
Bates had to kick 9 times in the
game.

Freshman Eleven
To Meet Huskies
By Ron Drogin
The freshman football team invades Pittsfield tomorrow to play the
Maine Central Institute Huskies. A
Maine victory would give the frosh
an undefeated season marred with
one tie. M.C.I. has been beaten only
once in five starts; this loss came at
Colby with a score of 20-6. The
Huskies have again come up with
an outstanding team. They have a
line almost as capable as last year's
tremendous forward wall. The line
consists of three greater Portland
stars. Phil Lestage, Ron Sevigny, and
Lennie Hatch. Travis Paine and John
Dudley have paced the prepsters in
the backfield. Last week
M.C.I.
handed the Bowdoin freshmen their
first defeat 13-6.

WHERE ARE YOU?—Frand Reed, SAE quarterback, looks for
receivers. Hoping to break up the pass play are two Lambda Chi
Alpha defenders.
(Photo by Wally Cole)
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Panhell Meets Alumni Office Is Busy
Frosh Girls
In Preparing For Homecoming
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Senate To Conduct Poll On Judiciary
(Continued from Page One)
cient; 4 Unreasonable; 5 No Good.
OFFENSES
(Following each) Yes n No n
Capital Offenses: Cheating, ForgUndecided 7.
ery, Stealing, Repeated Excessive
Drinking, any other offense deemed
by the board a serious breach of
honor or decency. Penalty: Suspension or Expulsion.
Lesser Capital Offenses: Plagiarism, Brawling, Intoxication, Assault
and Battery, Falsification of Car RegFor
istration. Penalty: Suspended Suspension (Liable for Suspension).
Style and Quality
Misdemeanors: Bawdiness, Drinkin
ing on Campus, Other Offenses which
are of a serious nature. Penalty:
Campus Wear
Probation and letters to parents. Reprimands.
Do you feel that the offenses and
penalties as outlined above are:
1 Excellent; 2 Adequate; 3 SuffiA Complete Line

Panhellenic Council in a general
(Continued from Page One)
an alumni open house the same evemeeting Monday night introduced office, according to their policy of ning in the Union, an occasion of
freshman and transfer students to preferential seating.
singing, eating, and exchanging old
the seven campus sororities. The
Taverner explained that the seats memories.
Saturday morning at the Women's
meeting was a preview of formal are assigned according to the alumni
sorority rushing, which begins No- standing of the Maine graduates, their Athletic Field alumnae and underinterest, and their support of the Uni- graduate women will vie in a game of
vember 10.
Speakers at the meeting included versity. The executive secretary re- field hockey, also an annual event.
Virginia Freeman on "Three Years vealed that this system differs from Events Planned
Later in the morning alumni will
in a Sorority," Mrs. Geddes Simpson that of other colleges where the best
on "Alumnae Sorority Life," Eleanor reserved seats are given to the oldest have the opportunity to visit with faculty friends at a coffee hour in the
Deane on "High School SororitieS vs. alumni.
The featured event of the weekend Union. An after-the-game get toCollege Sororities," and Enid Marfor alumni will be the annual Home- gether in the Memorial Gym, the
shall on "Life Outside a Sorority."
Maine Masque presentation "Where's
Following the formal speakers the coming Luncheon Saturday noon at Charley,"
and fraternity reunions will
the
Memorial
The
Gym.
luncheon
seven sorority presidents participated
make up other Homecoming activities
honors
this
25th
year
anniversary
the
discussion
sorority
on
life
in a panel
of the graduate "M" club, an organi- for the alumni.
at the University.
According to Taverner, a potential
zation
made up of all alumni who
After a talk by Barbara Kelly.
have ever received letter awards in of 25,000 alumni could possibly come
president of the Panhellenic Council.
major sports at the University. Taver- back next week. However, only 3 or The modern record for kicking extra
on the rushing rules. "buzz sessions" ner
commented that the "M" club 4,000 will probably return to Home- points at the University of Maine was
were held between the freshmen and members will
wear their "M" sweaters coming, with approximately 400 ex- established in 1951
the Council members on sororities. at the Luncheon, some dating as far pected at the Homecoming Luncheon
A number of Bowdoin alumni will
back as 1905.
See "Honest Abe"
also be on campus, as well as Maine
for
graduates.
Will Make Awards
QUALITY FURNITURE
An annual highlight of the lunchDOWN TO EARTII PRICES
eon is the awarding of the Black Bear
(Continued from Page One)
Budget Terms Available
Awards, presented "in recognition and
ECONOMY
FURNITURE
funds go into research work, while appreciation of outstanding service in
OUTLET
promoting
University
spirit."
Three
ser25 per cent are spent in patient
Railroad Station
Old Town
vice work. He said that 130 separate awards will be presented this year.
Other
scheduled
events
for the week
research projects are being carried
on throughout the world to find a end include the rally and bonfire Friday night in the Memorial Gym, and
cure.
Quotes from student leaders on the
400 Pledges And Brothers
judiciary question from Campus files.
Robert Worthing. Senate President,
The drive will be held in Bangor
Campus May 23, 1957. "I believe
and Breuer on Wednesday, November 20, from 7 to 9 p.m. Approxithat a careful study of student opinmately 400 fraternity pledges and
ion concerning the judiciary would
brothers will canvass the cities, idendo a great deal to aid the Senate in
Vincent A. Hartgen, head, Art De- determining its action..."
tified by blue ribbons with the words
"Volunteer for Muscular Dystrophy." partment, has announced a new gift
William Lynch, Senior Skull, May
to the University art collection.
1 1957. The judiciary "...would
"Roses and Larkspur" by Anna E.
definitely give the students an opporHardy. a well known Bangor artist
tunity to settle their own problems."
of the latter 19th century, was the
Richard Barter, Senator. May 2,
gift of Mrs. Rebecca Chilcott Shep1957. "The principle behind a stu' erd. New Boston. N. H.
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Tel. 4700. Each lesson $1.00. Ac1957. "I am in favor of the student
credited Member National Associa"This gift to the University is a judiciary because I feel that it would
tion of Dance and Affiliated Artists. valuable addition to the University's give the students greater
voice in
i
collection." Professor Hartgen said. their own government."
1 "It is an important aid for the study
of American art as well as a pleasing
University of Maine varsity crossexhibit piece. It will hang, in its country teams have won 27, lost seven.
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CURLY O'BRIEN & HIS TOP HANDS

SS NJAelliSt,Tol.7.3282, Oid Town

Destined for success ... and adapted from a classic ... is
this popular all-wool Esplanade Tweed full-length coat, with
luxurious Rayon Alpaca lining, by Louis Marcus. The chic
pointed club collar accents the four-button front closing
and push-up sleeves on this attractive model. And the casual,
graceful lines are enhanced with large flap pockets while
back interest is provided in a flatterin.q. detachable contour
belt. In Junior sizes 5-15. Only 45.00

RECORDS
=El YOU NAME IT

VINER'S
NEW ENGLAND'S LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE MUSIC STORE
HAS IT.

A Large Assortment of Record Players and Radios

HI-Fl COMPONENTS
20-24 Broad St.

Impe4
Possil

GUEST STARS EVERY WEEK
DANCING AFTER THE SHOW
Doors Open 6:15
Show Starts 7:00
Admission 75*
Sponsored by the Orono Police Reserve

JOIN VINER'S RECORD CLUB

OPEN FRIDAYS TILL 9 P.M.

VINER'S MUSIC CO.
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